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SESSION ONE - SCENE-SETTING

Professor Yasir Suleiman opened the conference by explaining why the Society had decided to hold it. He noted that ‘Islam’ is often in the news, and usually for bad reasons. Common Western perceptions of Islam are that it is backward, violent, and not compatible with democracy. Muslims, meanwhile, argue that Islam is deliberately misinterpreted and slandered in the West.

Professor Suleiman stated that the conference was not intended to rebut such arguments but to bring together prominent, active speakers to debate this subject, addressing certain fundamental questions:

- What is democracy; what forms does it take?
- Does it mean a particular form of governance, set of values, system?
- Why does democracy matter?
- Can it be imported into the Muslim world?
- Is ‘Islam’ an invariant idea?
- Are there different interpretations and are some of them more compatible with democracy?
- Can Islam be separated from Muslims?
- Should we speak of democratisation rather than democracy?
- Is Islam compatible with democracy and does it have to be?
- What is the interest of the West in democracy in the Muslim world?
- Are those who call for democracy in the Muslim world willing to live with its consequences?
- Should Muslims reject democracy simply because Western governments want it? This would be shooting the message, not the messenger.

Khalid Abu al-Fadl has problematised the relationship of Islam and democracy: noting that, especially in the matter of law, popular authority is hard to reconcile with divine authority. Professor Suleiman observed that this was a difficult question to answer. But there are practical political (rather than philosophical) reasons for the lack of democracy in Muslim societies. These include the existence of authoritarian, powerful states; these societies’ experience of colonisation; and democracy’s specific historical background in post-Reformation Christian Europe. Despite all of these, it is quite possible for Muslims to see democracy as an ethical good that is worth pursuing regardless of its origins.

However, Professor Suleiman noted that many Muslims, despite their interest in democracy, are cynical about attempts by non-Muslim powers to propagate it. He cited as an example of this suspicion a newspaper cartoon depicting Condoleezza Rice as a shifty-looking ‘saleswoman’ of democracy.

SESSION TWO - EXISTING FORMS OF DEMOCRACY IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES AS SEEN FROM A SEAT OF WORLD POWER

Frances Guy, head of the FCO’s Engaging with the Islamic world group, began her talk by saying that she would not answer, or even attempt to answer, Professor Suleiman’s questions. But she offered another example of a cartoon to illustrate the legitimate suspicions of many Muslims regarding democracy (this one, about two years old, from al-Hayat newspaper). It shows a set of (Iraqi) scales, on one side of which is ‘democracy’ and on the other ‘totalitarianism’, each with an equal pile of skulls and bones.

Nevertheless, the speaker held that it is right for Western governments to promote democracy as a form of political governance, and said that she would discuss what this meant in practice, including the different dilemmas posed by recent events in Egypt and Palestine. She noted that most Muslims do not live in the Middle East and that many in fact live in broadly democratic countries (e.g. Indonesia, India, Bangladesh). But her own experience, and recent British attempts at democracy-promotion in Muslim countries, have been concentrated in this region, which according to the UN Human Development Report has extremely poor indices in areas such as governance, education, and gender empowerment. (She acknowledged that some see these as suspect figures.)

Ms Guy noted that democracy is not simply the peaceful transfer of power via a free and fair electoral process, but a range of contributing elements including the guarantors of that peaceful transfer of power, such as: an independent judiciary; freedom of association and of expression; a functioning, neutral and uncorrupt bureaucracy and security forces answerable to an elected government. The lack of democracy is not restricted to the Muslim world and it is patronising to assume a problem between Islam and democracy. Islam is not the only world religion to suggest that ultimate authority rests with God. However, in the Arab world the specific problems outlined earlier coincide with the concentration of resources there and with political problems in the region’s relationship to the West. Western governments’ interest in promoting reform is not essentially a question of principle: it is because of a belief that democracy—as the European experience has shown—makes for more stable and effective government (notwithstanding the legitimate questions posed to democracy even in democracies—for example, how legitimate is a democracy where only 50% bother to vote?). Western governments should
not seek to impose specific systems and immediate change, but they should still encourage reform on the basic principles of good governance, transparency, and accountability.

The speaker then admitted that many find such a position problematic, given the UK’s seeming interest in supporting undemocratic but friendly regimes (e.g. Egypt, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia)—and refusal to deal with the Hamas government in Palestine, elected in unusually fair elections. The ‘promotion of democracy’ has implications for relations between Western governments and political Islam.

While these are difficult questions, Ms Guy stated that the UK has an interest in peaceful change rather than revolution, and acknowledged that the transition to democracy has been difficult everywhere and will be in the Muslim world too. She outlined the ways in which the British government has encouraged democratic reform in countries such as Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, both through bilateral relations and in multilateral organisations.

Regarding the ‘problem’ of political Islam in democracy, Ms Guy noted that Islamist movements have grown up under the political circumstances of repressive and autocratic regimes—regimes often associated with the secular West, damaging the image of secular democracy; regimes where bureaucratic and judicial corruption seem to leave no alternative means of challenging the system but a moral (i.e. religious) one. It is therefore important for democracy promotion to focus not merely on elections but on the whole process of building democracy as outlined above, which will open space for other political forces to emerge. At the same time, Western governments must not ignore Islamist movements (which can push them towards extremism, as past Western errors have shown) but seek to include them in democratic reform—indeed, many Islamist parties operate in relatively democratic environments and represent a range of views within which it is in the West’s interest to encourage the moderate wing. Relations with Islamist movements are unlikely to be easy, and there are particular ‘grey zones’ (as identified by Amr Hamzawy in a recent Carnegie Foundation paper) which represent particularly problematic issues. These include:

- implementation of Islamic law
- violence
- pluralism
- civil and political rights, especially those of women and of religious minorities.

These dilemmas relate to the implementation in a Muslim context of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights—which acknowledges the rights of individuals. Ms Guy noted that most legal systems in majority Muslim countries are a mixture of colonial, independent, customary and shariah law (and hard to overhaul). Shariah law is rarely dominant overall, but it is particularly important as regards family law and therefore women’s rights—an issue on which there has been positive engagement with Muslim countries. Concerns in these areas should not hold the West back from engaging with Islamist movements, while still holding to the principles of the international legal system as it has developed since the 1950s.

Ms Guy did not wish to demonise political Islam, which has many shades of opinion; nor to criticize the West for lack of engagement. For example, the Islamist AK Party government in Turkey is committed to EU membership (and has implemented reforms demanded by the EU), while the EU—pushed by Britain—has opened membership talks with Turkey.

But if the Islamist, democratically-elected AK government is acceptable, what is the problem with the Islamist, democratically-elected Hamas government in Palestine? Ms Guy highlighted the following issues:

- Hamas’s use of violence for political ends.
- At the time of the elections Hamas was a banned organisation in the EU, creating technical and legal problems for funding and political contact.
- The AKP came to power in a secular state where the peaceful transfer of power has been tested, the army defends the state and not the party in power, and the judiciary and bureaucracy are regarded as independent. Islamism is thus a political agenda within a democracy, an agenda which has endured—and accepted—democratic setbacks. In a democracy the winner does not take all, and governments act in the name of all the people, including those who voted against them.
- As regards Hamas, Palestinians are by the standards of the Middle East both well-educated and secular; their reasons for supporting Hamas are complex, and do not necessarily imply support for the party’s religious agenda. But the Palestinian state is fragile: there are concerns about the independence of the security forces and the judiciary, and corruption in the bureaucracy. These concerns justify caution on the part of European governments. Aid has been frozen, not cut, and donors are seeking ways to help the Palestinian population. Space has been left for dialogue, and Hamas ought to (but has not so far) take advantage of it.

In conclusion, Ms Guy reiterated that Western governments should promote democratic values in the broad sense but not impose any particular models.
They should engage with Islamist movements but not shy away from issues of e.g. human rights.

**DISCUSSION**

In the course of the discussion on Sessions 1 and 2 between panellists and the floor, a number of points emerged:

- Understanding the relationship between Islam and democracy requires a deconstruction of both concepts: democracy is no more a single thing than Islam is, and it could be that some forms of Islam can accept some forms of democracy. But in addressing these questions it is important to to extract them from a western-centric context.
- This debate often lacks historical perspective: in the West democracy is also a new system and some cultural features of the West (e.g. Judaism, Christianity) have incorporated antidemocratic elements—but have also been dynamic, able to support or counter democracy. Islam, like Judaism or Christianity, is not static—though even critical scholars have sometimes assumed that it is, for example by taking classical law as current norm.
- Iraq aside, promoting democracy is not the same as imposing it, and it is in the interests of Western governments to create space for more voices to be heard—while accepting the consequences of democratisation even if this creates space for voices critical of the West, for example.
- There is a proper debate about the legitimate and illegitimate use of force—whether by states or by non-state actors.
- There is a profound hypocrisy in the West’s attitudes to democracy in Muslim world. For example, Britain views Hamas negatively owing to its use of violence, but engaged in a peace process with the provisional IRA despite its failure to decommission its weapons.
- In the Occupied Territories, corruption may be a big problem but occupation is a bigger problem. If Western governments wish to be taken seriously when they protest against corruption, they must also protest the occupation.
- There may be questions over Turkey’s human rights record—but the Turkish government is actively engaged in discussion on these issues, which will be taken very seriously in the EU admissions process.
- Western governments are frequently uncertain and uneven in their encouragement of democracy, and in weighing that encouragement up against their economic and strategic interests. But in the long term supporting autocratic regimes only stores up problems and exacerbates them. There is a recognition that this has happened in the past, and it is to be hoped that current events in Iraq and Palestine will not discourage Western governments from promoting democracy. This is an important subject for political debate in Western countries; while in Middle Eastern/Muslim countries there are those who want external pressure for democratisation—up to a point, and provided the Western powers are willing to live with consequences.
- The relative absence of large public expressions of dissent in the Arab world regarding the war in Iraq, by comparison with the major demonstrations in Western countries, reflected the autocratic regimes’ refusal to permit manifestations of public dissent for fear that it might get out of hand. But permitting dissent is an essential test of democracy; and the fact that some large demonstrations did take place in the Arab world shows the courage of people willing to demonstrate in the face of severely repressive security forces. People do come out on to the streets to demand their rights. But they are also aware of possible consequences and this does limit popular demonstrations.
- The media plays a very important role in giving popular access to political debate and must be encouraged. In this respect, Al-Jazeera has changed face of political discourse in Arab world; one result is that the FCO has created a unit to express British views in Arab media. It was felt that al-Jazeera is a very good, high-quality broadcaster—its excellent children’s channel being one often overlooked example.
- Across the Middle East, there is much discussion of politics (and religion) at a popular level despite people’s awareness of the security services.
- The Middle East is not the only region of the world with a democracy deficit, and the West’s markedly different attitude towards promoting democracy in China is revealing. But democracy is still worth promoting.

**SESSION THREE - THE CHALLENGE OF DEMOCRACY IN THE MIDDLE EAST**

Professor John Esposito began by relating an anecdote: as he passed through immigration on his way to the conference, the officer on duty had asked him the purpose of his visit. On being told that it was to give a conference speech about Islam and democracy, the officer smiled, stamped the passport, and said “I guess it’ll be a very brief speech!”
This anecdote reflects the situation in which we, in non-Islamic societies, find ourselves in trying to understand Islamic societies—after 30 years Professor Esposito said that he was still being asked precisely the same questions (“is Islam compatible with democracy?”). He noted that as a rule Islam is considered guilty until proven innocent; things can be said about Islam that would not be acceptable if they were said about any other religion or group. Foreign policy is not the only problem in Western governments’ relations with Islam: social policy concerning Islam and Muslims is also deeply problematic.

For the West, the speaker noted, democratisation in Muslim countries has posed problems: examples are the electoral victory of Hamas, or (democratic) constitutional demands in Iraq and Afghanistan for an Islamic system. Recent poll research in Muslim-majority countries creates interesting dilemmas for Western powers that claim to promote democracy but are hostile to the notion of any ‘Islamic’ involvement in politics. In Egypt, meanwhile, the Muslim Brotherhood has enjoyed a degree of electoral success despite rigged elections—while the regime has clamped down on Islamic and/or democratic activists, as well as the increasingly independent-minded judiciary. This raises the question of what Western policy towards an ally should be. While Western governments may have reasons to encourage democracy (e.g. stability), the question may be asked in the region, “Who are you to encourage democracy?” It is well-known that, traditionally, US governments have openly supported non-democratic governments (and entrenched secular elites) which since 9/11 have said that they are becoming democratic but are not. Likewise, Abu Ghraib, US unilateralism and pre-emptive strikes do not fit well with US calls for Muslim respect for human rights or ‘international norms’. There is an increasingly well-informed, well-educated, globally-aware—and, in some cases Islamist—Muslim audience that will ask these critical questions.

On the other hand, Professor Esposito pointed out, the history of Islamist regimes in power is troubling. Yet new Gallup polling evidence shows strong support among Muslim populations for democracy or democratic-style reform; their problem with the West is western denigration of Islam, and western observers have not adequately understood this. Western governments say they want to listen to alternative voices, but hold conferences at which believing Muslims are not present—let alone Hamas and Hizbullah.

Next, Professor Esposito raised the issue of secularisation, noting that there has been a resurgence of religion globally—not just in Islam—that poses problems for secularisation. It is no longer, perhaps, a question of the separation of religion and politics, but of church and state—these are different things. And many critics of the mixture of religion and politics in Islamic countries willfully mix religion and politics in their own countries (e.g. John Ashcroft). This is not just a problem for Islamic countries.

Turning to the question of Islam and democracy, the speaker identified a number of problems for democracy in the Middle East. Many of them, he maintained, are structural political realities, rooted in colonial oppression and continuing into (often Western-influenced) undemocratic systems of (secular) government. In many Middle Eastern societies there is a culture of authoritarianism, and in some a culture of violence—both secular and religious. But this is not just a question of ‘Islam’.

In the late 1980s, an economic downturn led to calls for greater democracy, transparency, and accountability in many Muslim countries, including Tunisia, Algeria, Jordan and Turkey. This in turn led to an upsurge of elections (but not, in most cases, democracy). The regimes in power and Western governments were surprised by the relative success of Islamist movements despite electoral fraud. Behind this popular turn to Islamic candidates lay complex reasons: some votes were ‘for’ them, others were protest votes ‘against’ the government. But, Professor Esposito emphasized, this is normal in democratic elections: it happens frequently in Western politics, without Western observers then saying that those thereby elected are not credible democrats.

The speaker then discussed the US response to these electoral victories for Islamists. A State Department spokesperson said at the time that the US would support democracy, even if it involved Islamist politicians. But the American responds to Islamist election victories with suspicion; for example, when the FIS was elected in Algeria. Professor Esposito summed up this attitude as “We know what they say but we don’t know what they’ll do”—to which he offered the rejoinder that we know what current secular regimes (such as that of Ben ‘Ali in Tunisia) do as well as what they say. Why is secular authoritarianism in some way more acceptable than religious authoritarianism? The speaker noted that secular authoritarianism is certain to feed religious radicalisation and violence.

The late 1980s and 1990s demonstrated that as well as violent Islamists there were moderate Islamists who wanted to come to power through democratic means. However, the Western response tended to be that such peaceful Islamists were ‘wolves in sheep’s clothing’. But we need to look at track records. Can the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood—which renounced violence decades ago—really be considered a terrorist movement, a wolf in sheep’s clothing? And by con-
trast, what about the track record of regimes in e.g. Egypt and Tunisia? In countries where regimes responded to Islamist pressure by accommodation rather than repression, Islamist politicians have now served in senior positions within existing systems. This is also a track record on which they can be judged.

In the region and beyond, Professor Esposito noted, the terrorist attacks of 9/11 were used by Muslim and non-Muslim governments to demand American (and European) support with the argument that “Now you know what it’s like: support us as we combat extremists”. But regimes have targeted all opponents, not just extremists, under the pretext of eliminating Islamic radicalism. The West needs to understand this, and be aware that democracy promotion will be seen as a tool of western domination especially on the question of human rights. These are major issues, but when western governments are caught out (e.g. Abu Ghraib) they claim that such abuses are exceptional. (It’s a problem for western governments too: how far do we abrogate rights of individuals in order to combat terrorism?)

Nevertheless, in the post-9/11 Muslim world we do see increased democracy, for example, in Bahrain, Morocco, Turkey (among others). Some Islamist parties such as the Turkish AKP have broadened their appeal, adopted a wider secularism that is not anti-religious (unlike French or Turkish laïcité) but secular in the best sense of protecting the rights of believers and non-believers. In other countries there is reform, even if it is slow. But when observing this we must also understand the slow evolution of democracy everywhere, including Europe and the US. Western powers want ‘risk-free’ democracy in the Middle East but this is not possible. There are risks in democratisation, but these must be accepted. Things are changing in the Arab and Muslim world, the speaker maintained; the question is, to what extent will we in the West (as governments and individuals) recognise that change?

In this connection, Professor Esposito made the observation that democracy depends on such things as a strong civil society and active NGOs, and the attitude of Western governments and authoritarian regimes in the region, to these. If Western powers seeking incremental reform offer support to regime-controlled entities such as ‘royal NGOs’ which lack credibility in the eyes of the population, there is a risk of counter-productive hypocrisy.

The speaker stated that certain issues must be borne in mind in Western dealings with the Middle East. These include: the culture of authoritarianism; the question of whether existing governments stand for e.g. the rule of law; popular feeling in the region. He also emphasised the fact that religious authoritarianism is no more dangerous than secular authoritarianism. From the point of view of democratisation, the lack of a free press under either of these is equally dangerous torture in prisons is equally unacceptable whether it takes place under the Shah or Khomeini. This being so, when promoting democracy it is acceptable to insist that Islamist movements respect, in government, the things they demanded in opposition (taking heed of the worrying but extremist precedent of Islamist governments in Afghanistan, Iran, and Sudan). But we must be equally concerned to hold secular authoritarian regimes to account in these areas.

Western governments should encourage, not impose, movements towards broader participation, and seek to strengthen civil society and the rule of law. They should acknowledge that this presents risks, but risks that must be taken—and they should not blame ‘Arab’ or ‘Islamic’ culture for any lack of democracy without questioning our own contribution to it. And they should be prepared to live with the consequences of democratisation: for example, the election of Hamas. Western governments cannot claim to be promoting democracy while simultaneously trying to freeze out a democratically elected government. (The speaker also asked the question, who benefits from this freezing-out?)

In conclusion, Professor Esposito reiterated that Western observers must be aware that we are seeing a process which in other countries (including our own) was long, painful, and involved bloody civil wars, revolutions, intellectual and religious conflicts. It is a risky process but one that is inevitable if we do not accept it as such we contribute to an ever more unstable situation.

**DISCUSSION**

In the discussion following Session Three, the following points were raised:

- Encouragement of democratisation, whether in ‘friendly’ states like Egypt or ‘enemy’ states like Iran, might best be achieved through diplomacy. Public rhetoric denouncing the lack of democracy—as currently heard regarding Iran—is counterproductive. However, this must be counterbalanced by a willingness to voice criticism of regimes (including friendly ones), where this is useful, in a way that is heard by the region’s public.

- The framing of the debate—whether Western states should ‘permit’ democracy in the Middle East—is revealing of a very colonialist mindset. Whatever the risks of democratisation in the region may be for the West, self-determination only works when recognised as a universal good: not as
something that some peoples are ready for and others not. And we need to recognise that democracy, in any circumstances, is fragile.

- There are many ways to persuade regimes to enact democratic reforms, and these should be used. But persuasion is the word: threats and bluster are likely to be counterproductive, as in Iran at the moment where many citizens who are hardly enamoured of their government nevertheless support it in its confrontation with Europe and America over the nuclear programme. (There are other similar cases, e.g. Pakistan.) This creates problems for reformers, who have to look ‘nationalist’ and avoid being tainted by association with the West.

- It is not justifiable to delay democracy until societies are ‘ready’ for it. Societies become ‘ready’ for democracy through the practice of it, not through waiting for it. For example, in Iraq the tendency to vote along religious or ethnic lines is seen by some as an example of that societies ‘unreadiness’ for democracy—and yet in the USA (to name just one example) it was until recently, and in some cases still is, normal for voters to behave in a similar way. In a sense, democracy always means putting the cart before the horse.

- Democratisation need not be a threat to Islamic identity, and not all Muslims perceive it as such. Recent poll data suggest that large majorities in Muslim-majority countries want democratic reform but also want to maintain their Islamic identity: people are proud of this, and believe that it is crucial for their progress. And there are many ways in which democratic reform can be made compatible with maintaining an Islamic identity (and vice-versa)—just as many (religious) people in the West don’t see their (secular) state as going against their religious beliefs. A greater problem is that people in the Middle East, for example, are rightly suspicious of how democratic government will be brought about: will true self-determination be allowed, or are Western governments keen to impose limits? This is already creating anger against Western governments, e.g. because of response to election of Hamas. If they are serious about democratisation, Western governments must accept the idea that they may have to work with relatively hostile elected governments.

- Islamist movements when they participate in the political process are as pragmatic as they are ideological—for example, President Ahmedinejad’s stand regarding Iran’s nuclear programme gains him support among secularised youth who might otherwise be hostile to him. Islamism (like other radical movements) is also often, if not always, the expression of political and social grievances. Frequently activism done in the name of religion actually uses religion to legitimate acts of political or social protest.

- Tunisia is an example of a country which has successfully achieved economic (and social) development under an authoritarian political system. But this has come at a real cost which Tunisia’s Western allies have been too quick to gloss over. Islamists are not the only group to have felt the cane: any opposition to the regime is repressed, especially human rights organisations.

- The invasion of Iraq, where the US and Britain have sought to ‘impose’ democracy, has been extremely counterproductive and this deserves debate in the West. Have the politicians and the generals understood the consequences of their decisions in terms of loss of life (Western and Iraqi)? How can we know how many US lives have been lost while having no idea how many Iraqi lives US policy has cost? The cost-benefit analysis of lives lost (versus political and other benefits) is made by people who are very distant from the results of their decisions. This casts harsh light on the refusal to define state violence as ‘terrorist’—in another example, Palestinian ‘terrorism’ kills civilians, but Palestinian civilians are not killed by Israeli ‘terrorism’.

- It is not for Western governments (or observers) to decide whether others have the right to self-determination—they have that right. When regimes such as those in Central Asia claim that the opposition to them is Islamist, and use this as a pretext for denying democracy, we should not necessarily believe them. This is a claim made by the governments in order to clamp down on all opposition and gain carte blanche from the US for doing so. Even if the opposition is Islamist, it is hypocritical to proclaim our fears about what such movements might do if they came to power while ignoring the extremely repressive (and destabilising) behaviour of the secular regimes that are currently in power. So supporting democratisation in such regimes is not equivalent to supporting Islamism—and the existence of an Islamist opposition cannot justify the claim that certain people or societies are not yet ready for democracy. Where Islamism has emerged it has done so in the specific circumstances of autocratic political systems.
SESSION FOUR - THE DIVERSITY OF FORMS OF BOTH DEMOCRACY AND ISLAM AND THEIR COMPATIBILITIES AND INCOMPATIBILITIES

Professor Tariq Ramadan began by outlining his talk: a short introduction would be followed by three sections, the first a theoretical discussion about the Islamic tradition’s responses to democracy and the way democracy is perceived in Western countries; the second on the current political dynamics of Muslim countries, and within Muslim communities in the West; and the third a discussion of shared responsibility: the need for us in the West to understand these dynamics (without seeking to control them) and facilitate the process—in the name of shared principles, but with respect for the autonomy of Muslim populations.

In his introduction he made four main points:

- As earlier speakers had noted, Islam and democracy are often wrongly presented as two monolithic and separate realities. Within the Islamic tradition we can find many principles (such as the rule of law) that are also seen as part of democracy—the idea that such principles are unique to democracy, and thus Western traditions that are a foreign import into Islam, is simply wrong. A main purpose of his talk would be to differentiate between principles and morals.

- Today in Islamic-majority countries—a carefully-chosen term, more meaningful than ‘Islamic world’—there is something we have to acknowledge: now and in the future it would be very difficult for us to deal with these countries while dismissing the Islamic factor. Islam is present within the discourse and politics of these countries as a point of reference—if we want dialogue (rather than an ‘interactive monologue’ with people who share our points of reference) then we must recognise this. We respect someone when we understand that his or her universe of reference is as complex as ours—and we recognise that, for example, Christianity is very complex.

- Third, religious liberalism does not equate to political liberalism. As within Judaism or Christianity, it is possible to be religiously liberal, even non-practising, without being a democrat. In the Arab countries it is often the opposite that is the case, with secular but authoritarian political regimes. Such secular politicians use the false conflation of ‘secular’ with ‘democratic’ in order to gain support from democratic societies. (By the same token, there are devout believers who are political democrats.)

- Professor Ramadan’s last point was the centrality to this debate of the experience of European Muslims. Muslims are often included in debates about terrorism in Europe, but excluded from debates about democracy. The discussion is influenced by the perceptions we have—for example, of ‘Islam’ being foreign to ‘democracy’. The speaker emphasised that there are millions of Muslim democrats living in European societies, but they are rarely involved in this debate. It is also necessary to respect and understand evolution and change within the other—for example, the changes that are taking place among European Muslim communities. Change is accepted as such when we trust the other, but suspected as a strategy of dissimulation when we do not.

The speaker then asserted that there is only one parameter for consistent judgment between societies: what is the gap between the stated principles and actual practices of a society? This is, he felt, is more useful than comparing the practices or politics of one society with those of another; it is as useful a measure for assessing the actions of the British government as it is for Islamist movements. For example, Professor Ramadan once discussed Sudan with Hasan al-Turabi at a time when the latter was a senior figure in a repressive Sudanese government. Al-Turabi made a comparison with Egypt, to Sudan’s advantage—Egypt had more political prisoners, etc. But Professor Ramadan did not accept this comparison: more important was the gap between Sudan’s own principles and its practice. Likewise when the governments of Islamic-majority countries criticise abuses such as Abu Ghraib—this criticism is fine as far as it goes, but what about their own prisons?

Professor Ramadan did not accept the notion that there are many ‘Islams’, even though Islam is not monolithic: there are common values within the beliefs and practices of Muslims. However, there are many readings of Islam: talking about ‘Islams’ oversimplifies the complex situation of diverse readings of Islamic sources, and diverse Islamic cultures, within one overarching Islamic frame of reference.

Political Islam, the speaker maintained, must be seen within this frame of reference—but with an understanding of its diversity. Geographically and historically, Islamist movements are diverse and changing. Just as this is taken for granted when we look at political movements in the West, it must be understood when looking at Islamist movements—for example, the writings of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood in the 1930s and 1940s cannot be taken as representing the Brotherhood’s current views (though they are still relevant to an understanding of the Brotherhood’s historical development). Within Islamist movements there is evolution, change, and re-thinking of positions in response to new
circumstances.

Taking another example from an old discussion—the late 19th century exchanges between al-Afghani and ‘Abduh—Professor Ramadan noted the differences between these two influential thinkers in their response to Western domination. The first saw change in the power system as essential; the second saw it as more important to improve education and achieve cultural resistance throughout society. Both wanted to resist domination and colonisation through the development of autonomous alternatives within an Islamic frame of reference. We often lack an understanding of this historical tradition of diversity and evolution. Hasan al-Banna, citing ‘Abduh in the 1940s, stated that the (British-style) parliamentary system was not against Islam. He entered elections in 1941 and was criticised by ‘Salafis’ for participating in a system imposed by the colonisers, but believed that he had studied the constitution and believed that while it was not from within the Islamic tradition it was not against it—and could be used in the struggle against domination. He did not have a binary vision of Islamic/non-Islamic systems. But after al-Banna’s death, and Nasser’s repression of the Brotherhood, Egyptian Islamists—often imprisoned—developed such a binary vision, and rejected what they considered ‘un-Islamic’. A notable example, Professor Ramadan said, was Sayyid Qutb: a man who was very westernised, being familiar with English literature and having studied in the US. But he returned from the US convinced that it was necessary for Muslims to cut themselves out from their westernised past (for himself, his own westernised past) and create a new present based on a purely Islamic frame of reference. This was not the same position as Hassan al-Banna’s. But not all members of the Muslim Brotherhood, even imprisoned members, shared this violent rejection of Nasser, secularism, and the West. The debate is ongoing, but within the Islamic frame of reference it is necessary for those who disagree with this rejectionist binary vision to understand the circumstances (of repression) in which it arose.

Moving from the debates of the 1950s to the present, Professor Ramadan noted that in the Islamic-majority countries and in the West, there are now Muslims coming to their own reading of Islam which does not adopt this binary view. It goes beyond concepts (such as ‘democracy’) to look at the principles on which both systems, ‘Western’ and ‘Muslim’, rest. For example, the principle of the rule of law is important in both Islamic tradition and ‘democracy’. Likewise, in some senses the Prophet’s injunctions regarding the rights and duties of Jews in Medina can be taken as establishing a sense of citizenship that is not based purely on Islamic identity. Other parallels can be found within the Islamic tradition for universal suffrage, accountability, and the importance of civil society.

At the same time, there are groups in Islamic-majority and Western countries who on the basis of their (literalist) reading of Islam utterly reject all such attempts to show that concepts that seem to belong to the West actually have principles in common with Islamic tradition. Such groups, which claim that there is no democracy in Islam ("Where are ‘elections’ in the Qur’an?")”, idealize the Medinan community, and seek to import the model without thinking about its principles. Similarly, they seek to implement the shariah exactly according to the model of the 7th century (notably the penal codes)—but the definition of shariah is hazy, and such groups—for example, Islamists in Nigeria who have successfully fought for the adoption of the ‘shariah’ in some regions—typically start with penal codes because they are most visible. Such people, a vocal minority, will reject ‘democracy’ and nurture fear of the West among the majority—which is otherwise inclined towards democracy.

This subject leads on to a debate, Professor Ramadan said, whose theoretical background must be understood. The debate is on two different levels:

- The first is the concept of *ijtihad*, critical reading of the scriptural sources when the sources are not definitive or are silent. Literalist interpretations seek to place strict limits on this—which can otherwise be used to promote the principles and model of democracy.
- The second is the definition of *shariah*, a central concept. Professor Ramadan does not agree with those who claim that anyone who makes reference to the shariah is an ‘Islamist’, and cannot be a democrat. Many Muslims are now promoting the principles of democracy, e.g. rule of law, elections, accountability—their approach is also evolving, and they too must be questioned regarding problematic issues, e.g. the role of women or the position of religious minorities. (In Malaysia, considered a democracy, Professor Ramadan had observed that the status of religious minorities is problematic.) Muslim democrats are still struggling with some of these issues. Likewise the penal code, which is often not properly opened to debate. Professor Ramadan has been criticised for not condemning outright some punishments that are enshrined in the shariah, but he felt that condemnation from outside the Islamic-majority countries is the wrong approach. It is better to promote a transparent and self-critical debate within the Islamic tradition.

Professor Ramadan then moved on to his second area
of discussion. He reiterated that a ‘monolithic’ understanding of Islam or democracy is mistaken. The implication of this is that just as democracies, whether western or otherwise, have different models drawn from their own histories, Islamic-majority countries will create their own models of democracy: the principles may be universal but the models are historical. The models of democracy that arise in Islamic-majority countries will share basic principles with other models, but they will be Islamically-orientated and this must be accepted by Western governments. The speaker noted that it is quite normal for people in different democracies (Britain, France, America) to have a low opinion of other democratic models—but a diversity of models is an accepted reality. The speaker noted that outside the Arab world there are already Muslim-majority democracies, such as Senegal. He felt that the experiences of African countries should not be excluded from discussions of democracy or of Islam, as they too often are: the Islamist movement in Senegal, for example, has changed over the last fifteen years and has become committed to secular democracy as the guarantor of religious rights. (Professor Ramadan also noted, though, that democracy in Senegal may be perceived as less threatening to Western interests than democracy in Saudi Arabia—and that geostrategic interests trump principles.)

Professor Ramadan also offered examples of political developments in Middle Eastern countries. In the case of Egypt, we may agree or disagree with the Muslim Brotherhood, but we most honestly accept that the movement is constantly evolving, is engaged in internal debate, and is developing new thoughts. It is not fair to taint the entire movement by referring to Ayman al-Zawahiri. It is not true to say that the Brotherhood supports al-Zawahiri, and indeed he himself has condemned the Brotherhood as ‘betrayers’, supporting the Egyptian regime against al-Qaida and dealing with the CIA.

The first person to describe ‘democracy’ as a concept central to the Islamic tradition, was the Tunisian Islamist Ghannouchi. In Turkey, Islamism has evolved and changed: Erdogan is not the same as Erbakan, there is an internal debate and a better understanding of democracy. Likewise, current events in Morocco must be considered when understanding the changing dynamics of political Islam. Other examples abound of groups promoting democratic values from within an Islamic tradition while remaining faithful to Islamic values. These, the speaker felt, are the deep dynamics. Our experience within the democratic societies of the West must inform us in our attempts to promote democracy elsewhere, while we acknowledge the presence of an extremist minority opposed entirely to the West.

There is a great deal of mistrust in the West, and superficial (mis-)understandings of Muslim political attitudes—but for the mainstream of Muslim societies, including Islamist groups, there is no contradiction between promoting democratic values being a Muslim. There are already millions of Muslims living this experience, stated Professor Ramadan, both in the West and in Islamic-majority democracies. In the West’s relationship to the Islamic world we need to understand this and approach democratisation consistently: maintaining a short-termist support for stability will fail in the long run. It is impossible for Western democratic governments to justify sidelining democrats coming from within a Muslim tradition in order to preserve their own interests—this undermines democracy for all of us. The ideology of fear spread by the war on terrorism exacerbates this situation. Here, as academics and citizens, we have a role in questioning our own governments—regarding their own behaviour and their chosen interlocutors in Islamic-majority countries (and those who they choose not to speak to). If we do not do this we will sustain a binary world at the cost of our own democratic values.

**DISCUSSION**

In the discussion following this session, the following points emerged:

- There is a common human tendency, when dealing with people from other communities or traditions, to compare the ‘best in my tradition’ with the ‘worst in yours’. At the political level, this is often deliberate—it may be destructive but it is politically useful. At a popular level it often derives from a lack of knowledge, an over-simplification of the other. We tend to try to live with the least effort possible, and it requires lots of effort to step out of our own intellectual ghetto. As well as its disturbing actual effects, this has dangerous implications for our ideals. To take the example of current events in Iraq, the assumption of different relative values of Western and Iraqi lives not only has the effect of permitting an unacceptably high loss of Iraqi lives: the devaluation of human life in general erodes democratic principles everywhere.

- The elections of early Islamic leaders such as Abu Bakr can provide a useful model in that they offer an example of principles compatible with democracy in the Islamic tradition. However, there is a question of interpretation: a literalist interpretation ignores the principles at work and seeks only to reproduce precisely the model—so whereas a democratically-minded interpretation would take from these examples the principle of consultation, shura, and apply it to the whole population, a literalist interpretation would apply it only to
Muslims, and within the Muslim community only to men, and within the male Muslim community only to the qualified (i.e. clerics).

- There are many ways for academics to encourage people to step out of their intellectual ghettos, and arrest the slide into fear, ignorance, and prejudice. These include academic research, and the engagement of academics in their national and local communities. In a plural society more generally, this is a necessity, whether we like it or not. Humility and a willingness to be de-centred are necessary; and what we are experiencing the Europe now—the evolution of plural societies with Muslim populations—will have a great influence everywhere. In this respect it is important to acknowledge and promote shared universal values. At the level of education, we must seek to eliminate prejudice, superficiality, ignorance—and within academia we need more people able to express the ‘Other’s’ point of view. (Travel is a simple but important factor too.) While this may be difficult, it represents an attempt to find practical responses to contemporary society’s challenges. It should be seen as a personal responsibility of all individuals, not just states or ‘the West’, to understand complexity: an idealistic but necessary objective, and one that is perhaps even harder to promote in Islamic-majority countries than in the West.

- It is important to recognise both the political manipulation of popular fears, and the legitimacy of those fears in many cases. The perceived threat of Islamist violence creates popular fear of Islam; in Europe, the far right will play on such fears and claim that current immigration policies are making inevitable a Muslim majority (presumed to be fanatical and violent) in European countries. We must respond to such legitimate popular fears while opposing the far right’s instrumentalisation of them. Likewise, the fears of Muslims that their identity is threatened must be taken seriously. But in both cases we must also be ready to condemn those who step beyond legal frameworks, and also recognise that there are limits to freedom of expression.

**PANEL DISCUSSION**

After the speaker presentations there was a general discussion. The following points arose:

- Regarding women’s rights, it is important to note that women’s status in contemporary Muslim-majority countries is influenced not only by religion but by location, region, tribe, patriarchy (amongst other things). Islam, like other religions, is often used to legitimate cultural practices that are not in fact rooted in religion; and the impact of culture on psychology, over generations, cannot be changed overnight. In the specific case of Afghanistan since the invasion, many women continue to adhere to strict ‘Islamic’ dress codes despite the fall of the Taliban; but the fact that Afghan women can now go to school is a more important development. In the Arab world, low rates of female education are common, and worrying. But in this respect economic development will also have an effect. It is dangerous, though, for Western states to use the women’s issue as a pretext for intervention.

- Regarding Iraq, there was a suggestion that from the point of view of Western strategic interests, the chaotic results of the attempt to impose democracy in Iraq have removed a counterweight to Iran—harming those strategic interests. Iraq may not break down into smaller parts, at least not in the short term; and if it does break apart it will (at least at first) be into two entities, Kurdish and Arab—not into religious entities. External pressure from neighbouring countries will have an effect here. One panellist noted the danger to the US of its building a huge and costly embassy in Baghdad, which gives the impression that America’s main purpose is to demonstrate its achievement of dominance in the region.

- Turkey’s place in the debate was considered central. From the European point of view it is a test case, with its long history of engagement with the West and a democratically-elected Islamist government that—despite hiccoughs—is committed to EU membership. (The use of the ‘politics of fear’ by Europeans opposed to Turkish accession was also mentioned.) From the American point of view Turkey is also important, though the European obsession with the country seems strange—and worries about the country’s Islamic identity hard to understand, since poll data show that Turkey is the only Muslim-majority country where a majority opposed implementation of the sharieha. But it was noted that Turkey often does not present itself as a vanguard of democratisation in the Middle East or Muslim world: it sees itself in relation to Europe and the West, not in relation to other Muslim countries. The question was raised of why some Turks find it possible to imagine themselves as Turkish and European, but much harder to imagine themselves as Turkish, Muslim, and European. (Nevertheless,
some people in other Muslim countries do see Turkey as an example to be followed.)

- The relationship between Islamic theology and democracy was discussed, with reference to Christianity—a religion which institutionally resisted democracy everywhere, but whose theology of the Fall of Man theologically justified democracy as a profound response to the human condition. While there is no precise theological parallel, Islam’s legal tradition provides room for interpretation within a framework of basic principles. It was noted that a major reason for the development of the shariah was to protect the people from the tyranny of rulers and governments: in this light, it can be seen that many Muslims want implementation of the shariah in order to create freedom against autocratic and repressive governments. Different groups, however, do mean different things when they call for the implementation of the shariah. This is not necessarily a bad thing: one panellist noted that there is a role for ‘constructive ambiguity’ in this area.

- On the subject of religious fundamentalism in Muslim diasporas and its relationship to Islamist movements in Muslim-majority countries, one speaker from the floor noted the trade-off between human rights and security, and felt that there was a possibility that freedom of speech in the West could create space for extremism. The example was given of students travelling to Western countries from Muslim-majority countries, becoming radicalised in the West, and then returning to their countries of origin with a radicalised political agenda. However, members of the panel noted that individual, personal Islamisation is far more common than political radicalisation. Radical groups such as Hizb ut-Tahrir are very small, and the idea that large numbers of students (wherever they come from) are being radicalised towards violence is not true; there are also those who come to Europe or America as students and move away from Islam. For many Muslims in Europe (for example), Islamic principles can create the space for the creation of a Muslim European identity: a literalist and exclusive reading of Islam is not the only possibility for the creation of a sense of Muslim identity. One panellist noted that it is easy to overestimate the importance of one shared aspect of identity and ignore others, especially when the exaggerated aspect is religion—but religion is not necessarily the most important thing. For example, a Muslim Palestinian is likely to feel closer to a Christian Palestinian than to a Muslim Indian. We would do as well to recognise these complexities.

**SUMMATION**

The conference’s closing remarks were made by Baroness Williams of Crosby, who regretted that a vibrant conference on an under-explored subject was coming to an end, and expressed the hope that the report on the conference would be distributed to other learned bodies elsewhere in UK.

Baroness Williams noted that the conference began by examining the religious basis on which we discuss Muslim-Christian dialogue. This had conveyed a useful point: that there is a tendency in the West to see Islam as a homogeneous force, and a failure to understand fine distinctions. This failure comes from being poorly-informed. The speaker suspected that most British citizens know little about Islamic civilization and its contribution to world culture, and hoped that school curricula such as the English National Curriculum would begin to take more account of Islam and other religions.

Having identified the recurrent theme of the day’s discussions that Islam is not homogeneous and unnuanced, Baroness Williams raised the question of how much the issues discussed by Professor Ramadan turned on specific periods of interpretation of Holy Qur’an. She had been told by Malaysian (female) Islamic scholars that in past the Qur’an was interpreted in a way much more favourable to women, and noted that such flexibility may well be useful to us. The speaker also emphasised that for Western societies to understand Islam there must also be a dialogue among clerics, not just politicians and social scientists.

In the context of such a dialogue, Baroness Williams offered a comment on the issue of the Danish cartoons. In Britain, she said, we almost forget that freedom of expression must be balanced by human respect. If we understood this we would understand why the cartoons trampled on other humans’ sense of what is sacred. She drew a comparison with her own experience as a Roman Catholic, who often hears comments about Christ that are hard to take: while Christians may become inured to this, we should understand that others may find similar comments hard to accept.

Baroness Williams then compared simplistic understandings of Islam, which ignore its complexities, with the equally simplistic understanding of democracy that we have in the West. One common model for democracy is that of Attic Greece; but we rarely stop to think that this was the democracy of a relatively small minority. It excluded women (say, 50% of population) and slaves (25%). The remaining, ‘democratic’ 25% has become for us a model of
democracy, but by excluding women, slaves, and foreigners it bypassed problems that we in plural societies must face—and created a very distorted ‘democracy’. Another frequently cited model for democracy is that of the French Revolution—whose leaders, having asserted the *droits de l’homme*, ridiculed the idea of the *droits de la femme*. These powerful but exclusive models for democracy must be regarded critically.

Moving on to another recurrent theme of the day’s discussions, that of the West’s hypocrisy and double standards regarding democratisation in the Middle East, Baroness Williams cited a number of particular cases. The first was Iraq, where the Western public should be concerned not only about the war but about the mishandling of the occupation. The occupation has been deeply corrupt: $18.8 billion of Iraqi money has disappeared, a sum dwarfing the oil-for-food scandal, with no systematic accounting done. This gives the lie to claims that democracy will bring good governance, transparency, and an end to corruption. In this light, what is surprising is that the occupation has not bred more trouble. Meanwhile, a religious leader, Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani—who asserts the right of clerics to exert moral influence on politics while denying that they should themselves hold political power—has played a key role in promoting democracy: for example by ensuring that the new constitution would be written not by foreign experts but by an elected constituent assembly of Iraqis, and then ratified by a referendum.

Another example of Western double standards is in relation to Iran. Regardless of our attitudes to Iran’s current government and its proclamations on Israel, Western governments should acknowledge that Iran is surrounded by hostile nuclear powers—not all of which have signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Iran has legitimate nuclear security concerns, yet the issue of whether substantial security guarantees should be offered in order to persuade Iran not to pursue nuclear weapons has never been properly addressed.

Baroness Williams concluded with remarks on three important areas of policy. The first was education. She noted that in some Islamic countries, of which Pakistan is an important example, the government funds available for education had in the past been cut under pressure from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. This had surely increased the role and influence of madrasas, some of which offer a good education while others are deeply fundamentalist. Western governments now have to deal with the problems that this has created—and accept their own responsibility in contributing towards those problems.

Next, the speaker discussed the EU’s relations with Turkey, stating that for all its mistakes the EU method of building democracy—encouraging voluntary reform with the ‘carrot’ of EU membership—has been wildly successful in extending democracy across Europe. It can also strengthen democracy in Turkey, a Muslim country, and will do so in another, albeit smaller, Muslim country when Bosnia achieves membership—which it will do long before Turkey.

Baroness Williams’s final comments were on the ‘war on terror’. After weeks of debate on the terrorism bill in parliament, she fully agreed that the war on terror is gradually eroding civil liberties. Mercifully, many problematic laws have been blocked by the independent judiciary which is at the moment upholding the fundamental rules of law—unlike the executive. The situation in the US is even worse, with the administration using intimidation, wire-tapping and home searches without warrant. The President’s ‘war powers’ give the President unprecedented power—but the ‘war on terror’, which Donald Rumsfeld tells us could last 50 years or more, is a war against an unidentified enemy in unnamed territories. In order to prevent the excessive accumulation of executive power, and the erosion of democracy in the ‘democratic’ West, the war on ‘terror’ should be renamed a war on organised terrorism wherever it may exist.
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